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What Do We Mean by Herding? Herding is the phenomenon by which an agent chooses an action regardless of his private information. Example (Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer and Welch - JPE, 1992): Adoption of a new technology: cost of adoption is c = 12 , possible values V ∈ {0, 1}, agent’s private information σ i ∈ {L, H}, with Pr σ i = V = p > 12 . Take p = 34 . Agents act sequentially. 1 First agent: receives a H signal, via Bayes’ rule V1i = 2 Second agent: can infer the signal of first agent; F F



if he receives a H signal, V2i = if he receives a L signal,



V2i



=



3 4



>



1 2



⇒ Adopts.



9 > 12 ⇒ Adopts; 10 1 ⇒ Tie-breaking: Rejects; 2



3 Third agent: if both previous agents adopted, he knows they both received a H signal. F F



if he receives a H signal, V3i = if he receives a L signal,



V3i



=



27 > 12 ⇒ Adopts; 28 3 > 12 ⇒ Adopts; 4



With a fix cost of adoption, whenever there are two more adopters than non-adopters, the next agent adopts regardless of his signal. Alessia Testa (University of Oxford)
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The Price Critique The introduction of a market maker setting prices `a la Glosten and Milgrom (JFE, 1985) offsets any incentive to herd. - Two types of traders: uninformed (with prob µ) and informed; - One asset of value V ∈ {0, 1}, two signals σ ∈ {L, H}; - Traders trade only once. Consider an informed trader that is (randomly) called to trade at t having observed trading history Ft : i m = Vt−1 = E [V |Ft ]; - Until the beginning of t, Vt−1 - At time t, it is always the case that



E [V |Ft , σ i = H] i



E [V |Ft , σ = L]



> E [V |Ft , ht = buy ] = At < E [V |Ft , ht = sell] = Bt .



⇒ Traders always follow their signal. Interpretation: At any time t the price reflects all information publicly available to traders, hence traders and MM share the same valuation of the asset. Once an informed trader is called to trade he will profit from the private information provided by his signal by following it. Alessia Testa (University of Oxford)
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Contributions and Approach herd behavior can be generated in financial markets; herding occurs more easily in better-informed markets than in poorly-informed ones; herding recurs in the limit while the market is learning and, in expectation, it makes the price more efficient. Market functioning - I will use the concept of trading room: traders belong to a trading room and can observe each other’s types but not each other’s signals; - The MM is outside the room and cannot observe neither types nor signals; - Each period one agent is randomly called to trade with the MM and leaves the room. Traders observe the price realization. Interpretation: Room as neighborhood in a bigger market. Without informational leakage between rooms, herding conditions are independent from the trading activity in the rest of the market, which justifies studying the phenomenon at the level of a single room. Alessia Testa (University of Oxford)
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Information Structure and Beliefs - Indicate with Ft the trading history at time t; this is common knowledge at t; - Indicate with Tt the type history at t. Then, each trader’s information at time t is represented by {Iti } =



{ Ft , Tt , σ i }. |{z} |{z} |{z} common common knowledge private knowledge among traders infomation



- Trading starts with priors V0m = V0i = 12 . Call Vtm = Pr (V = 1|ht , Ft ) the realized price at t and Vti = Pr (V = 1|ht , It ) the traders’ valuation after the t-th round of trades. Let them both update their valuations via Bayes’ Rule. Alessia Testa (University of Oxford)
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Strategies - Traders will buy if Vti > At



(1)



Vti < Bt



(2)



sell if



- The MM will set bid and ask prices such that At = E [V |Ft , ht = buy] = E [V |Ft , Vti > At ] (3) Bt = E [V |Ft , ht = sell] = E [V |Ft , Vti < Bt ]



(4)



Equilibrium: An equilibrium consists of a system of individual strategies as in (1) and (2), and a system of prices satisfying (3) and (4). Herding (AZ): A trader with signal σ i engages in herd behavior at t if he buys when V0i (σ i ) < V0m < Vtm , or if he sells when V0i (σ i ) > V0m > Vtm , and buying (or selling) is strictly preferred to other actions. Alessia Testa (University of Oxford)
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Existence of Herding For p ∈ ( 12 , 1) and for every 1 > µ > 0, price paths with herd behavior occur with positive probability. In particular:  Herd buying occurs with positive prob for the first time at t when Ft is s.t. Lnµ + Lµ (1 − st−1 ) bt−1 > , (1) Lnµ − Lµ where Lnµ (Lµ ) is the log-likelihood ratio between V = 1 and V = 0 for a trader (MM) upon the observation of a high signal. Interpretation: Whenever condition (1) is satisfied, there exist a type-signal history compatible with herd buying. Consider F3 = {B, B}.  F3 p2  (H, H) ← E [V |(H, H)] = p2 +(1−p)  z }| { 2  (B, B) → (H, noise), (noise,H) ← E [V |(H, noise)] = p    (noise,noise) ← E [V |(noise,noise)] = 1 2



If µ ≥ 34 , herd buying occurs for every p ∈ (0.5, 1). If we take µ = 53 , herd buying occurs at t = 3 for p > 0.9472. Alessia Testa (University of Oxford)
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Comparative Statics Herding is more likely to happen for higher levels of the signal precision. A high p exacerbates the asymmetry of information between traders and MM. Information asymmetry gives traders an advantage in interpreting the trading history. Different interpretations give raise to a gap in valuations |Vti − Vtm | which will reach a magnitude that makes it profitable not to follow one’s signal. Trade-off: 1 A high p builds up the gap faster; 2 Given some gap |Vti − Vtm |, a low p preserves it during a herding period when valuations move closer.



 Previous literature delivers the second point but says nothing about how the gap in valuations is obtained.  My result solves the trade-off in favor of a higher p. Alessia Testa (University of Oxford)
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Efficiency The price converges to the true value of the asset: lim Vtm = V ;



t→∞



In our market, at any point in time,it is more likely for the price to be closer to the truth than in a market where all traders follow their signals; formally, conditional on V = 1, Pr (Vtm ≥ VtAZ ) > Pr (VtAZ ≥ Vtm ). Intuition: Herd buying hiding L is more likely than herd selling hiding H. Moreover, MM extracts information from the trading history as a block not just from the sum of individual trading orders. This causes the price to react more to the trading activity during herding episodes than during normal rounds of trading. Were herd buying to hide only high signals and herd selling only low signals, the fact that herd buying is more likely conditional on V = 1 still delivers the result.  Traders’ superior information reaches the market. Alessia Testa (University of Oxford)
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Extensions The one-room case is easy to generalize to the case of a market composed by n trading rooms: - the easiest generalization is to take n rooms not connected with each other (no information leakage), then conditions for herding in one room are completely independent from the trading activity in the other rooms; - a further more realistic generalization is to allow for information leakage between rooms, in which case the latter are connected via a network dictating the possibility to observe the types of trades coming from other rooms. → stronger form of herding: traders do not herd with their direct neighbors but with the rest of the market, completely ignoring what they have observed.



Alessia Testa (University of Oxford)
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THE END! [email protected]



Alessia Testa (University of Oxford)
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Rational Expectation Price Consider t = 2, {(B, V1m ), (B, V2m )} and that no possibility of herding has arised yet. The previous trading history is compatible with four possible type-signal histories {G3j }4j=1 :  p2 i  (H, H) ← E [V |G31 ] = p2 +(1−p) F3 2 = V2    z }| {  (H, noise) ← E [V |G32 ] = p (B, B) →   ← E [V |G33 ] = p  (noise,H)   (noise,noise) ← E [V |G34 ] = 12 Herding occurs at t = 3 if V3i (G31 , σ i = L) > A3 = E [V |F3 , V3i (G31 , σ i = L) > A3 ]. The REE price is A3 =



µ 3



[ µ3 + (1 − µ)p]V2m + η3 (1 − µ)(1 − p)V2i , + (1 − µ){[pV2m + (1 − p)(1 − V2m )] + η3 [(1 − p)V2i + p(1 − V2i )]}



where η3 = Pr (G31 |F3 ) = (1 − µ)2 . Alessia Testa (University of Oxford)
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Consider a trading history Ft and a type-signal history Gtj compatible with it such that Vti (Gtj , σ i = L) > Anaive . Then, t Vti (Gtj , σ i = L) > ↓ Fully Informed Fully Rational



A3 > ↓ Partially Informed Fully Rational



Anaive 3 ↓ Partially Informed Partially Rational



It follows that At is a rational expectation equilibrium price and that the MM cannot prevent herding from happening.
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Conditions for Herding Define bt , st , ht and lt the number of buys, sells, high and low signals respectively. Consider a trading history Ft such that bt−1 + 1 > st−1 and such that no path-dependent behavior has occurred before t. Define γt =



ht−1 − lt−1 − 1 . bt−1 + 1 − st−1



Then, 1



if µ 



1−γt 1− γ3t



< 1 there exists a cutoff level



1−γt 1− γ3t



herd buying occurs at t for every value of p ∈ ( 12 , 1).



1 2



< p ∗ (µ) < 1 such that



for 1 > p > p ∗ (µ) herd buying occurs at t; 2



if µ ≥



Alessia Testa (University of Oxford)
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